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Dedication!

I dedicate this book to all those who are searching for answers to overcome 
their stress and anxiety with regards to money.!

I want you to experience more peace in your life so you can have the energy 
to share your own personal gifts with humanity.!
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What if you always had a full tank of money?!!!
In the early days of my consultation business I worked with a lot of farmers. I remember 
being constantly amazed by how different their relationship to money was compared to my 
city clients.!!
The temptation is to think that farm life was simpler and more relaxed without all the 
stresses of the city, but the farmers had their own stresses, every bit as intense. Their 
debts were often much bigger than city dwellers', with all those farm machines costing 
hundreds of thousands of dollars each.!!
So why was their energy around money so different?!!
Because they got one pay check per year — not one per month, like city workers. The 
farmers had to spread their one payment over twelve months, where city people could 
spend a pay check in a few weeks and only have to wait a few days for another one. If 
farmers spent their check in the first few weeks after they received it, they'd be bankrupt 
long before the next one came in.!!
The farmers also had a habit of saving some grain for the next year. Instead of selling all 
their product at market, they protected their future by storing a reserve for future growth.!!
City people have become accustomed to spending fast and have lost the discipline of 
stretching their money over long periods of time. They have also lost the habit of saving for 
a rainy day. Like everyone who has struggled to move forward in their financial life, they 
keep finding they have more month at the end of the money.!!!
Different money energy, !
different money habits!!
Too many people are struggling financially and emotionally, barely surviving, let alone 
breaking even. !
I've been in this situation and now I want to share the secret of how I got out of this 
debilitating and soul-destroying lifestyle.!!
This isn't a get-rich-quick book. It's a "being wealthy" book — a transformative system that 
will give you many, many years of abundance, peace and freedom that money alone can 
never buy. !
It's a book to help you find the inner guidance that fills your life with ease, joy and 
happiness.!!
We need to reprogram our subconscious minds to get out of struggle and survival and into 
a consciousness and reality of relaxation and abundance. We need to create new energy 
and new habits that give us inner security and stability, so life flows for us, not against us.!!
I remember very clearly the days when I felt constant stress about how I was going to 
generate income, find my next client, or get ahead. I also remember countless nights of 
lying awake worrying about my bills and total lack of confidence, exhausted to the point of 
numbness, yet unable to sleep.!
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Now with this process, I have no stress about where my next income will come from or 
where my next client will turn up and my life flows with ease.!!!
How this system works!!
I developed the system in this book through experimentation over the past fifteen years 
with many successes and just as many hard lessons about how my ego* could interfere 
and sabotage me. Now I've simplified and streamlined this process so that anyone can use 
it successfully.!!!
*For my definition of ego, please see the website!
www.areyourunningonempty.com !!
This process works for everyone because it requires specific actions that create a 
transformation at the subconscious level which brings peace into your life. This is done by 
creating a new habit with continuous repetition of a new behaviour. The transformation can 
only occur if you take continuous repetitive action, not if you just think about it.!!
This book isn't just for people who are struggling with their finances, but for anyone who 
wants to improve their financial situation and emotional well-being, to remove blocks from 
their subconscious mind and to create new healthier habits.!!
So the question to ask yourself is, "Am I addicted to the feeling of struggle and stress in 
my life, or do I actually want life to be easy, relaxed and happy?" !!
If you want to let go of that negative addiction, this book is for you!!!
We invest so much emotional energy in the idea of money that we forget what it really is: !!
Money is simply a medium we use for exchanging energy.!!!
My Story !!
I was raised by parents with two different relationships to money.!!!
My mother was a saver!!
My mother saved every penny and spent the bare minimum she could on anything. She 
was always looking for the best deal so she could save a few pennies on bread or the fuel 
for her car.!!
She always had the money in the bank to buy what she needed, so she never used a 
credit card. Today she has a credit card to keep up with technology and she still only buys 
things she can pay for without taking on debt.!!!
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My father was a spender!!
My father on the other hand, was very generous and spent his money easily. When the ice 
cream truck came up our street on a Saturday, he'd buy each of us kids a cone.!!
If a charity was raising money, he'd buy a handful of raffle tickets without thinking and often 
won, too! He was always changing his cars and buying new equipment for his hobbies.!!!
So which one would I be like?!!
My two role models for money each had positives and negatives and for years a battle 
raged inside me between these two extremes. Do I spend or save? !
Just when I found the self-discipline to save up and break even, I'd spend it on some toy or 
experience and throw myself back into struggle. !
I was desperate to get out of this up-and-down roller coaster ride between the stress of 
having no money and the excitement of having money to burn.!!
On April 30, 1999, I celebrated my fifth year in business and I realised I had nothing to 
show for it. Not only that, I had a large debt from those five years of investing in my 
business.!!
I knew that no amount of wishful thinking would save me from my situation. No miracle 
was coming. If I wanted to see a change, I had to take action on the physical level.!!
So I made a decision.!!
The all-important first step.!!
I decided to change my financial habits.!!
There was just one problem…!
I didn’t know how to do it.!!
I spent the month of May thinking of ways to save myself, most of them crazy money-
making schemes, none of them viable, all requiring an investment of even more money I 
didn’t have. I also knew I didn’t have the confidence to pull off any of these schemes.!!
Then I remembered the safety drill I'd heard on airplanes so many times — "Put on your 
own oxygen mask first" — and the penny dropped. !
I'd been doing the opposite with my money, paying everyone else first, like the landlord, 
the utility companies and all the other business expenses. There was nothing left to pay 
myself with.!!
At the beginning of June I decided that every Monday morning I would pay myself first.!
I would go to the bank and put $35 into a deposit-only account which l called my !
Foundation Account.!!
When the first Monday arrived I realised I didn’t have $35 in my wallet. So I rummaged 
through my house and my car until I found enough coins to make up the difference. I didn’t 
want to take the easy way out and go to a bank machine and withdraw the money. I 
wanted to challenge myself and I had faith that this plan would work.!
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!
I swallowed my pride and walked down to the bank with my bag of coins and dollar bills to 
open my account. My hand shook as I filled out the paperwork and handed over my bag of 
money to be counted and deposited.!!
The bank teller gave me a deposit book that showed my new account details with my $35 
balance on the first line and I walked out of the bank wondering what would happen next.!!
What I was about to learn is that when you make a strong decision and follow 
through with action, !
opportunities start to flow toward you.!!
Every Monday morning I walked down to the bank and deposited my $35. The total 
amount was growing and so was my confidence. Sure, this wasn’t going to get me out of 
debt, buy property or let me retire, yet I had a rewarding feeling of satisfaction.!!
As my business grew, I increased the weekly deposit to $50 and eventually to $100.!!
After a few months, I had a huge breakthrough with my Foundation Account: !!
I realised that I wasn't searching for money, but for a body full of peace and a mind 
free from stress.!!
So I started to experiment with different ways I could use money to reduce stress and 
create peace. I found the first answer in how much money I had in my wallet. If I had $200 
or more in it, I felt peaceful and relaxed. Less than $200, I felt stressed. Then I made a 
point of always having a minimum of $200 in my wallet.!!
After a couple of years, my Foundation Account increased to over $5,000 and I felt a new 
level of peace in my body. Suddenly it didn’t matter how much money I had in my wallet, I 
still felt the same level of peace in my body.!!
In high school I learned that "critical mass" was the amount of Uranium-235 needed to 
start the chain reaction that creates a nuclear explosion. !
It's the point of no return! So I called this $5,000 my Critical Mass amount.!!
Once I could maintain a Critical Mass in my Foundation Account, my subconscious mind 
let go of a tremendous amount of stress, which in turn relaxed my body. !!
Of course, the $200 and $5000 were my own personal levels. You'll discover what yours 
are during the process in this book.!!
Your Critical Mass is like the little dashboard light that warns you if your car's fuel tank is 
running on empty. !
You always feel more relaxed driving when that light is off. Likewise, reaching your Critical 
Mass lets you keep on moving forward confidently. !!
My Critical Mass also turned out to be the point where I started to attract positive new 
opportunities and more prosperity.!!
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Now that my savings were growing, I got excited and my ego kicked in, saying, "I want to 
make this go faster!"  I took money out of my Foundation Account to invest in some stocks 
and business ideas and bought myself a learning experience. !
Whenever I let my Foundation Account drop below my Critical Mass, the investment 
always failed and stress came back to my body.!!
So, with regret, I had to go back and rebuild my Foundation Account. Once I got it back 
above my Critical Mass and kept it there, my investments succeeded and I channelled the 
profits back into my Foundation Account.!!!
You need a full tank to go places!!
Is it selfish to think of yourself first? !
I believe that it is selfish to have gifts and talents and not share them with the world. You 
won't have the energy to access and share your gifts until you've removed the stresses 
from your life.!!
If you follow the simple yet profound steps I outline in the following pages, you'll look back 
in five or ten years and be thankful that:!!
• Your financial life runs like a car with a full tank of gas.!
• You have extra money at the end of the month.!
• You feel a kind of stress-free peace you couldn't have even imagined before.!
• Your intuition is growing clearer and clearer and you have the energy to take action on 

your gut instincts.!
• You have 120% of your annual income sitting in the bank and you don't need to touch it.!
• You've got great relationships and new friends who are living abundant, energetic lives.!
• You have access to your God-given talents and the freedom to share them with the 

world.!!
Imagine how that feels! !!
Aren't you glad you started this process now?!!!
If you want something to change in your life, just thinking about it or 
visualising it won’t change anything. !!
You have to take action - below the neck!!!
Kim White!
!
!
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Step 1: Decide & Commit, Envision, Calculate Reality!!
Once you've made a strong decision to start the process, build the energy to move to the 
next step, taking concrete action.!!
Having a clear vision of the transformation you'll experience is very important. This gives 
you the starting energy to make the first physical action toward achieving your goal.!!
Start within a few hours of reading this book to get the best results. Be strong and make 
use of the energy, excitement and sense of purpose you're feeling, because your existing 
habits will soon exert themselves and try to sabotage your plans. Act while your energy 
levels are high to start the process of transforming your life!!!
The Foundation Account !
Earlier I mentioned the flight attendants' safety instructions about putting on your oxygen 
mask first. Why do they say this?  
You cannot help others if you're unconscious! !
If that's true, why do people insist on helping others when they haven't got a strong 
foundation for themselves? I've often put myself in this position, helping others when I 
didn't have proper life-support myself and I wound up struggling, too.  !
If you want to give to others, give from faith, from foundation and not from fear. !
There's no integrity when you give from ego, fear and arrogance or because someone told 
you that you should give. There's only strength in truth, personal integrity and reality. !
I often remind myself of a story I had heard about Ghandi: !
One day, a woman brought her son to Ghandi and pleaded for the great leader to tell her 
son to stop eating sugar because it was destroying his health. Ghandi told the woman to 
come back in two weeks. When she brought her son back, Ghandi said, “Stop eating 
sugar”. The woman asked why he didn't say that in the first place. "Because," he said, "two 
weeks ago, I was eating sugar." !
It's hard for people to take your advice if you're not following it yourself. "Walking your talk" 
builds up the strength of your foundation. !
Success procedure:!!
1. Decide & Commit!!
Decide to transform your life into a new experience of abundance. !
Do you want a more peaceful life or do you want to continue experiencing stress?!!
Commit to action. !
Write down the date you're starting, then decide which day of the week you're going to 
make your deposit. I recommend Monday morning, because that trains your subconscious 
mind to pay yourself first every week.!!
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2. Envision!!
Visualise how much you have in your bank account right now.!
What does that feel like?!!
Now envision having 120% of your annual income sitting in your bank account. !
What does that feel like?!!
Now compare the two feelings.!
Which feeling do you prefer?!!
Most people who do this visualisation exercise notice that the second image makes them 
feel more relaxed and less burdened with stress.!
When I first did this exercise, I found myself struggling to breathe with the first vision and 
when I visualised the second image, my body started to breathe on its own.!
I thought to myself, !
“Why not make this vision and this feeling a reality in my life and my bank account?”!!
How about you? !
Will you make your feeling a reality in your life?!!
Some people are scared to feel relaxed. They're addicted to the stress and adrenaline 
their body is producing. The thought of freedom may initially be appealing, but their 
addiction kicks in and stops them from taking action to create the new reality.!!
Contentment and peace build security, which opens a door you can walk through, moving 
you toward better, more creative opportunities to grow and experience a more fulfilling life.!!
If you don’t know what your annual income is (before and after taxes), it's important to find 
out so you can be conscious of the money coming into your life. Being unconscious about 
this is like not wearing your oxygen mask in a plane losing air pressure, it will suck the 
money right out of your life.!!
For example, I know people who spend money as if they're earning their before-tax income 
and at the end of the year they wonder "Why don’t I have any money left?" It's because 
their real earnings are a lot less than they think.!!
3. Calculate Reality!!
Choose an amount for your weekly deposits that will fit into your current budget and not 
cause you financial stress. This is an amount you won't miss at all in your present financial 
situation and needs.!!
Calculate from your current reality, where you are at now, not where you'd like to be or 
how financially successful you may have been in the past. Be careful, your ego will try to 
trip you up and give you answers that aren't true. !
Be very careful not to compare your deposit amount to the 120% goal. That can be a real 
deal breaker in the beginning of the process and cause all sorts of depression and 
frustration. !
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If you wanted to travel across a new city using a map, the first thing you'd have to know is 
where you are on that map. The same applies here. Your current reality is the starting 
point to plan your route from. !
Calculate mentally first!!
Work out your whole personal financial situation and budget and see an amount you think 
you'll be able to handle and not miss.!!
If the amount creates stress and tension in your body, then it's too high. You can start with 
$1, $10 or $50 — what's important is that you feel at peace with the amount.  
As you start to shift the energy in your subconscious mind through the action of depositing 
the money, the amount you can deposit will grow. Before you can get there however, you 
must be in integrity with your own present reality.!!
Calculate emotionally second!!
See yourself depositing this amount each week. Do you feel relaxed? If not, lower the 
amount until you start to feel relaxed.  Don’t build your financial foundation with your ego 
or it'll fall apart like a house of cards as soon as life blows strong winds toward you.!!
Again do not under any circumstances compare the amount of your deposit with the size 
of your 120% goal: They will be disproportionate with each other. This is where you have 
to battle your ego, stay on track with the system and follow the guidelines.!
!
Step 2: Deposit!!
Set up a Foundation Account at a bank or in a closed container at home that you can 
place your deposits in with your hands each week.!!
Develop the crucial new habit of paying yourself first. Remember your oxygen mask! !
Soon the habit will become natural, easy and enjoyable.!!
Here's a great habit to get into before you pay any bill or buy anything at the shops or 
online. Ask yourself, "Have I paid myself first this week?"!!
Do this before every buying activity and you'll quickly develop the habit and energy of 
giving to yourself first before giving energy away to others. You'll only give away energy 
that's available. If you ask this question of yourself and the answer is no, stop the 
transaction and go put this week's deposit into your Foundation Account.!!
Another great habit to develop.!
Before going for that second latte or buying that extra shirt on sale at a bargain price, ask 
yourself, "How would I feel with 120% of my income sitting in the bank right now?"!
That question will reawaken the feeling you had when you first visualised it. Reconnect 
with that perspective and you will dissolve all the negative fear and stress that would have 
caused you to give away your power in that moment. You regain your power to make 
purchases when you need them, not when other people’s stress is influencing your 
thinking.!!
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Be careful not to let your old ego-habits creep in and take over. They will try to block your 
future transformation by making you feel bad because you can't take control of your life 
and become a master of your money and your decisions.!!
Each time you make a deposit, you'll experience an increased level of energy and peace. !
At first you might not feel any different, as the energy shifts will be subtle, depending on 
how deeply embedded the bad habits are, so stay with your commitment to the process. !
Energy and peace will come with time as your subconscious mind is being transformed. !!
When you look back, you'll see how much you've grown and that will give you a sense of 
achievement and satisfaction as you move toward your transformation goal.!!
Success procedure:!!
1. Prepare the ground for planting your seeds: Open your Foundation Account at the bank. 
Find one that doesn’t have high fees and where you can deposit personally as opposed to 
electronically.!!
If you don’t like or trust banks going on the experience of the past few years, then have a 
safe at home, or a container with a secure lid that can hold and protect your deposits. !!
You must be able to close the container each time you deposit. I have found with 
experience this produces a stronger result.!!
2. You must do the deposit into the bank account or container with your hands. Making 
electronic transfers or having someone else do it for you won't work: The transformation of 
your subconscious mind and the development of your new habits must be done by you. It 
won't work if you get someone else to do it.!!
3. You must physically open the Foundation container and physically place the money into 
it. This is a very important part of the transformation process.!!
Don't use a money-box with a coin slot. Even though they're designed for exactly this 
purpose, there are two reasons why they undermine this process.!!
First, it is too easy just to pop in a few coins or notes, so there is less effort, less 
commitment and less emphasis on why you are doing this process, so it becomes 
meaningless.!!
You'll notice that most piggy banks these days have an opening on the bottom. This makes 
it too easy to open, compromising your resolve to save money. !
In the old days you had to smash your piggy bank with a hammer to get at the goods — 
now that was a commitment to breaking your savings habit!!!
Second and the main reason, a hole in your container lets the energy leak out. Your 
subconscious mind sees such a container as a leaky bucket. !
If you keep putting water (or money in this case) into a bucket that leaks, you'll get 
nowhere and exhaust yourself.!!
People who operate with leaky energy also tend to speak and act out first without 
contemplating the consequences and keep getting themselves into trouble. If there are no 
leaks in your bucket, it fills quickly then overflows with abundance. You can relax more and 
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should a leak (an unexpected life situation) happen, you will have the energy to 
immediately and rationally correct the situation and prevent it from happening again.!!
4. As you go to make your deposit, notice how you're reacting and how your mind is 
thinking. This will reveal any weaknesses in your Foundation.!!
Some clients have told me they felt embarrassed and unworthy because their deposit was 
so small. That shows how much power their ego has dominated their lives, causing them 
to spend beyond their means and build up stress in their body — all to keep up with others 
rather than honour their own reality.!!
Other clients feel a deep sense of joy and happiness as they make their deposit, which 
shows that their spirit is rejoicing about the action they are taking.!!!
Deposit tip! !!
If you're going away on holidays, place your deposits in your Foundation Account in 
advance so your subconscious can relax while you're away.!
!
Step 3: Grow and Protect!!
Every week make deposits into your Foundation Account. !
Every month increase the amount of your weekly deposits, even if just a little and always 
only to a level that is comfortable within your present reality.!!
Don't increase your deposit to any more than double last month’s amount, even if you feel 
you can do it. That's probably your ego playing tricks with you.!!
At the start of each month, repeat the exercise to find out how much you can increase the 
amount by. After a few months, you'll really notice the changes happening within you.!!
It will take time to see the results of your initial deposits and these little increases are your 
first breakthroughs in this process. Each one feels solid and gives you a renewed sense of 
excitement, energy and enthusiasm for the whole transformation project. You'll look 
forward to the next month's increase and notice a sense of happiness and positivity 
running through your mind and body. You're starting to be in charge of your money instead 
of money controlling you.!!
Remember: Don't let your ego take over as it will try to make you deposit more than is in 
your reality in order to reach your 120% goal faster. !!
It is the action of making the deposit yourself that transforms your subconscious 
mind and builds the foundation for your future.!
It is not the amount you deposit.!!
Protect yourself from your ego. Overcome your fears by developing new habits around 
making purchases. You can do this with two easy steps:!!
1. When you're about to buy something, notice how you feel: Strong and grounded, or 

weak or excited? Relaxed or stressed? All you need to do at this stage is observe how 
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you are feeling, whether you're buying food, clothes, gifts, electronics, a new car or 
even a new home.!

2. Once you are familiar with all the different ways you feel as you make purchases, 
build a new habit of buying only what strengthens you and not buying what weakens 
you.!!

Many clients report that after a few months they start having more money left at the end of 
the month. As you build your Foundation and your subconscious starts letting go of old 
limiting beliefs, you become more stable and relaxed and thus don’t feel the need to spend 
as much on food, entertainment or toys. You become aware of your needs versus your 
ego’s wishes. This will cut down your spending considerably!!!
One of my clients reported that after he'd built his Foundation Account for a few months, 
he noticed the rubbish bin in his kitchen hadn’t been as full each week. He used to empty it 
twice a week. He was amazed how much less his family had consumed when their stress 
was lower and how much happier they felt. Their food bill was also significantly lower, 
which also gave them more money at the end of the month.!!
Other clients have told me that extra money came into their lives, money they'd never have 
expected before. That's because building your Foundation gives you strength and like 
attracts like. You will become more attractive to money because of your respect for it.!!
Once you have reached the ultimate goal of having 120% of your annual income in your 
Foundation Account, you'll know you have mastered your finances and your habits around 
spending and receiving. !
You'll notice more energy and more income moving toward you.!!
You can read my own story about how I have learned to respect the energy of money on 
this book's companion website,!!
areyourunningonempty.com!!!
Warning!!!
If you get bored with the project, you will stagnate and go back to your old habit of 
struggling with your finances. Stay strong and focused on your commitment to your future. 
Remember feeling frustrated by all the limitations you had as a child? !
So what did you do? !
You grew!!!
When you make purchases during this time, especially large ones like a new car or home, 
make sure you spend within your current reality, not what you think your future reality will 
look like. Don't stretch yourself too far or you'll sabotage the process and your fears and 
ego will gain strength, draining your energy and causing you stress.!!
Don't be manipulated by advertising or by salespeople telling you how much better you'll 
look or feel if you have this or buy that.!!!!!
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Success procedure:!!
1. Each month think and feel how much you can increase your weekly deposit without 
going into stress. Make sure the amount is less than double the previous month’s deposits. !!
2. Never reduce the size of your deposit throughout the life of this project.!!
3. Start noticing the results of your weekly habits in other areas of your life. !
I would like to hear what you're experiencing: !
Send your story to me at: mystory@areyourunningonempty.com and let us know if it is 
okay to publish it on the website.!!
4. Protect yourself from your ego wanting to stop, slow down or sabotage the process 
“This doesn’t work” or spend excessively because you're feeling so good “I really need/
deserve this new toy!”!!
5. If you're frustrated by slow progress in the first few months and year of this process, just 
breathe! !
This is only a test to see if you're really serious about transforming your life. Measure back 
to where you were at the start and realise that if you hadn’t started this process, you 
wouldn’t have any of the money you've collected in your Foundation Account. !
See this as a big improvement in your life.!
!
Step 4: Reach and Pass Your Critical Mass!!
Experience the breakthrough transformation you feel in your body as you pass your 
Critical Mass level — the point of no return where the low fuel warning light doesn’t come 
back on again, ever!!!
At this point, enthusiasm and confidence become normal, along with increased levels of 
energy and peace. !
There's no going back to your old ways now! You're really transforming your subconscious 
mind and your new habits have taken root in your life.!!
There might be temptations to give up just before you reach your Critical Mass, but don’t 
get distracted. Once you break through to that level, your intuition and gut instinct will be 
so strong, loud and clear that you'll have an abundance of energy which lets you take 
action on your feelings.!!
Nobody and nothing can distract you from your mission now or sell you on anything you 
don't need. !
Your spending is down and you now have so much more money at the end of each month, 
more than enough for what you need.!!
Success procedure:!!
1. Keep building until you reach and pass your Critical Mass.!!
2. Keep building for four seasons past your Critical Mass (12 more months) to make sure 
that it's your true Critical Mass and not an influence from your environment, like great 
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weather that makes you feel better or your ego trying to influence you once more to stop 
you growing.!!
3. Acknowledge how much you've grown through this process. Write down your results 
and e-mail them to me at:!!
mystory@areyourunningonempty.com !!
4. Feel how much more relaxed you are, even when you have no money in your pocket.!!
5. If your lifestyle needs increase, keep building your Foundation Account until you feel the 
peace of your Critical Mass again. !
For example, I had a client who reached and passed his Critical Mass. One day he called 
me to ask why he was suddenly feeling stressed. Well, we found out later that his wife was 
pregnant, so his family's Foundation needs had completely changed!!
!
Step 5: Enjoy Life! Going for the Ultimate Goal!!
Now that you're on a roll with your deposits, you'll be looking for the next step in the 
process, so here it is: !
Keep building your Foundation Account until you reach the goal of 120% of your annual 
income.!!
This could take you five to 10 years to do it. I made a lot of mistakes and corrections along 
the way, so my first 120% goal took me eight years.!!
When you reach this goal, you experience in reality the sensation you felt when you first 
visualised the 120% goal. Notice how much better your life is and how much less stress 
you feel about your financial matters. Your thoughts and feelings have become reality. !
You are transformed!!!
Having achieved such a huge long-term goal for yourself, you now have the confidence of 
knowing you can perform the same kind of transformation on your other goals. And what 
an amazing feeling, to experience true abundance and be able give your overflowing extra 
energy to others.!!
Warning!!!
If you stop the process and become stagnant, you'll feel depressed that you have not 
achieved your original goal. !
Don’t give up when the process gets tough, otherwise you'll lose your power and strength 
and slide back into your old struggle patterns.!!
Remember, don’t touch the money in your Foundation Account. Even if life throws you 
horrible situations and you're tempted to reach into your Foundation Account to rescue 
yourself, resist with all your strength and look for other ways to get out of your stressful 
situation. !!
After all, if you took bricks out of your house's foundation to patch up the walls, 
sooner or later the whole house will fall down.!!
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Of course, if you have tried everything else to avoid using your Foundation Account but 
you're utterly stuck, then help yourself. !
If this happens, look at why you got into this situation and correct the behaviour so you 
learn from it and never repeat it again. !
Then restart your Foundation Account again the very next day and rebuild yourself for a 
stronger future.!!
Success procedure:!!
1. Keep increasing your weekly deposits until you reach 120% of your annual income, no 
matter how many years it takes!!!
2. Each year monitor the changes in your income and expenses so you're consciously 
aware of how money flows in your lifestyle.!!
3. With the 100% filling your fuel tank you'll feel the extra 20% as abundant energy you're 
able to freely share with others.!
!
Step 6: Beyond the Transformational Goal!!
Now you've achieved your 120% Goal. !
What is your next step?!!
Your New Foundation Account!!
Once you've achieved your 120% goal, check and see if you're experiencing that same 
feeling you did when you imagined it at the start of this process.!!
It probably feels even better. Of course it does!!
It is real, not just something you're imagining! Over time you've built up more energy in 
your body and become more grounded in yourself.!!
You can invest some of your Foundation Account into a solid investment like an investment 
property, or leave it where it is in the bank or in your private safe. I personally don’t 
recommend paper assets for your foundation money as they are not something tangible 
and solid.!!
If you choose to invest the money into a solid investment, leave double the amount of your 
Critical Mass in your Foundation Account as a base to start the whole process again. !
This will give you the confidence to build from above your reserve foundation and keep the 
warning light off!!!
You may like to invest the extra 20% into your favourite charity or development project to 
improve humanity. !
You can even set up your own charity or wellness program to help others in need.!!
Your goal now is to build your second Foundation Account to 120% of your income. 
You'll see how much more peace you have in your life and how much you've grown since 
you first did the process. You will also notice that you are able to reach your second 120% 
Goal much quicker this time.!!
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The experiences you have accumulated to this point enable you to set long-term goals and 
stick with them until you've achieved them. Also, you'll see how much you have grown 
mentally, emotionally and physically since the first time you started this process.!!!
My experience of going beyond 120%!!
In my experience and this has been confirmed by others I have taught this process to, 
once you go beyond 120%, you have more control over your spending and your finances. 
At this level, advertising and the media have a lot less power over you.!!
When you do need to buy something, the best deal comes along to you effortlessly saving 
you time, energy and money. You're very clear about what you need and like to have in 
your life. Your ego and your fears are much quieter. Instead, you have clarity and peace.!!
The first time it took me eight years to reach my 120% Goal. I used some of that money to 
wipe out the debts I had accumulated in building my business and my old lifestyle with the 
condition that I wouldn't take on any more debt for two years. I would only spend money if I 
already had it, nothing on credit.!!
I ended up going for four-and-a-half years without taking on any debt. !
I only took enough out of my Foundation Account to wipe out all my bad debt and left the 
rest as the base for my next 120% Goal.!!
The second time I built my Foundation to 120%, it took me five and a half years, as I 
already had quite a lot in my account as a base after I paid out my debt. !
I used the money from the second 120% as a deposit to buy an office for my business. I 
still kept double my Critical Mass in my account as a base for my next Foundation 
Account. !!
I'm now on my third 120% Goal and expect it will only take me four to five years to reach it.!
!
Step 7: Freedom for Future Generations!!
This step shows how to set up a family consciousness and money-habits that create future 
security, abundance and well-being for generations.!!
Since I don't have children, this chapter is the only one not based on my own experience. !
I can make these recommendations based on what I have observed of others who've 
successfully expanded their wealth across many generations.!
I can say for sure that you must teach your children and grandchildren the habits you've 
learned so they can understand and benefit from your wisdom and the reasons behind 
your actions.!!
I'm reminded of a great story I heard years ago about family habits passed on without 
explaining the reasons behind the action:!!
A young girl watched her mother cut the sides off a roast beef before putting it into the 
oven and wondered why she did that. Did the roast cook better that way? She asked her 
mother, who said that she didn’t know why she did it, that's just how her mother always 
cooked a roast.!
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So the young girl went to her grandmother and asked why she cut the sides of the roast off 
before putting it into the oven. Her grandmother said, "Our oven was so small I had to cut 
the sides off the roast to make it fit."!!!
Growing beyond yourself!!
Would you like to contribute to your family’s future safety, security and wellbeing for 
generations? !
Pass this winning formula on to others, especially your immediate family and you'll find it 
becomes much more powerful. It will inspire you to focus beyond your own life and to help 
others in a lasting way.!!
Each time I teach someone how to build their own solid Foundation, it reinforces the 
reasons why I do it. Every time I see and hear the results they create with this process, it 
gives me a great feeling of satisfaction.!!
When you share your wisdom with your family, work colleagues or employees, you 
strengthen the energy of the people around you and the benefits far exceed anything you 
could produce on your own.!!
As you work with others helping them to build their own Foundation, you'll be amazed how 
much it empowers you and raises the collective consciousness of everyone in the 
communities around you. It raises your energy from selfish reasons for building your 
Foundation to giving to others and helping them improve their own lives. The enjoyment 
and energetic benefits you experience will surprise you and you'll be overwhelmed by the 
gratitude you receive for making that contribution.!!
If you're personally committed to success, it'll be easy for you to expand your outlook to 
others and you'll be able to stand together and support each other. As they say, "Like 
attracts like," and you'll see increasing success and stability in your personal and family 
life. !
Fears are removed and complaints disappear.!!
To strengthen this result, you can affirm out loud each morning, !!
"I am committed to success," !!
and for your family, you can all say, !!
"We are committed to success." !!
This sets your thinking in a positive direction as you head out into the world.!!
Teach this system to your children once they're old enough to start developing their own 
habits. Teach others in your family to start their own Foundation Account and keep each 
other accountable to supportive Foundation habits.!!!!!
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Some questions for you to think about:!!
• How would it be if everyone in your family and those in your immediate community had 

this energy of a solid foundation, security and abundance?!!
• How would the effects be spread to those around you as you go through your day?!!
• Can you see the positive effects it would have on your life, your children’s lives and the 

lives of those around you?!!
• Can you imagine the positive benefits that would be passed on to future generations?!!
• Wouldn’t the world be different if individual countries also adopted this process?!!
I'd even suggest that you start a small community of friends who are committed to building 
their own solid Foundation. !
You can meet once a month to exchange success stories and compare notes about how 
your ego struggled to sabotage the process and how you overcame this. !!
The most important reason for your community is to keep each other accountable to the 
process and the journey.!!
How to start others in your family on this process!!
Remember, money is simply a medium for exchange of energy that we use in our daily life. 
Use the Foundation Account process yourself and with your family to increase your 
energy, self-worth and self-confidence.!!
When starting your children with this program, I recommend that they build their 
Foundation Account at home and deposit their money into a container daily. !
Once a month, they can deposit the total they've accumulated into a bank account, 
another container in your home or another solid savings strategy. If they don’t use a bank, 
I'd recommend that they put their monthly deposit into something solid that grows over the 
longer term and later transfer it into real estate.!!
They can start with the smallest amount available to them in coins and then grow the 
amount over time. Even a one penny deposit that increases each month will grow to an 
incredible amount within a few years.!!!
Exchange of energy!!
Teach children to look for ways they can give of their energy in the form of services to get 
an exchange of energy in a financial form. Even if they're just doing chores around the 
home for pocket money rather than you just giving money to them. This will help protect 
them from developing an entitlement attitude.!!
Then, from their earnings, teach them to pay themselves first by making a deposit into 
their Foundation Account before they spend the extra on their own personal wishes. 
Developing this habit early can give them a lifetime of freedom from the financial stresses 
most adults go through each day. It will also establish the good habit of providing for 
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themselves rather than relying on others to look after them for the rest of their lives. This 
sort of independence will be extremely valuable for their future.!!
Other family members can follow this strategy, unless they feel confident enough to do 
their deposits once per week. !
If they try the weekly deposits and notice they keep forgetting to do it, I'd recommend they 
make daily deposits until they break through the habits that are sabotaging their personal 
Foundation. They can simply divide the amount of their weekly deposit by seven to get the 
daily amount.!!
Doing this process changes the consciousness and habits of individuals and their families 
for generations by transforming their physical, mental and emotional relationship with 
money. It also transforms their self-worth and self-confidence by increasing their ability to 
contribute to themselves and to society. When everyone in the family does this process, 
they create a collective consciousness of security and abundance.!!!
A wealth process for companies!!
The same goes for having the members of a company do this process. It creates an 
increase in the company's creative ability to contribute to the world. !
If your team members can't or won't do this process, they may not be a right-fit for the 
future growth of your company. I've seen too many instances where team members pull 
the whole company down because of their personal stresses, financial debts and constant 
complaining. !!
Get a copy of this book for each member of your team to help them develop a strong 
foundation for themselves. This will contribute to the strength of your company’s future.!!
Companies, just like families, can share a collective consciousness of security and 
abundance that enables them to create great things and increase their contribution to the 
world.!
!
I am responsible for my life!!
I can't predict what results and benefits you'll produce by following the system in this book. 
Those will be your own unique creation and will probably reach far beyond anything you 
imagined at the start of this process.!!
What I can say for certain is that you'll be amazed by the sense of peace and freedom you 
will experience.!!
It begins with the money as a huge weight of stress and debt is suddenly lifted off your 
shoulders. Then you will be able to breathe deeper filling your lungs with life giving energy. 
Once you have created the new set of habits with money, you will create a totally different 
reality in your life.!!
But the real vision behind this system goes well beyond money. It's about living from a 
genuine experience of abundance and that will show up in your well-being, in your 
relationships and in the overall way you approach life.!!
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From Australia to Austria!!
When I started my business, I had dreams of being rich, but the truth turned out to be 
much bigger than that. !
Now I have an amazing experience of freedom, peace and a lack of stress about money.!!
For years, I'd been travelling constantly from Australia to see my clients around the world 
developing my business. Then I met my wife Judith, who's from Austria and I moved to 
Vienna. Suddenly I stopped in one place and that challenged the very business model 
which had been providing for my success for years.!!
I remember thinking at the time, "I should be stressed right now." But I wasn't. I changed 
my whole business model and there was no stress!!!
I felt that way because I had used the techniques  I have explained in this book to build my 
Foundation. So my first two years in Austria were relaxed and enjoyable and I didn't need 
to touch my Foundation which was great. The system proved itself again.!!
Don't sabotage this chance to be free!!!
The biggest obstacle I've come across in years of working with people on their money 
issues happens right at the beginning: !
Their ego stops them from creating a new reality by filling them with fear about not doing it 
right.!!
I ask them how their Foundation is coming and they say, "Well, I haven't decided which 
box I should use," or "I'm still looking at different bank accounts." !
They blew it before they even started!!
This work is going to put you far outside your existing reality, so your ego is going to be 
uncomfortable and will do anything it can to stop you including finding faults in tiny details. 
So I'm telling you that they don't matter. You have just got to go for it.!!
Start right now. YES, right now!!!
Get a ziploc bag, an old jar, a food container, anything that can be closed. You can always 
upgrade later. Grab your wallet or the coins in your pocket and put something into your 
container. !
This first move is the most important.!!
Reading this on a plane? !
Grab the sick-bag, put some coins in it and seal it. Really, you can use anything!!!
Take the crescendo of energy you feel right now and turn it into action. Later, you can take 
this seed money and plant it into your Foundation Account.!!
Seven steps for immediate action!!
Here are the first seven steps that will turn the ideas in this book into a new habit and then 
a new reality:!!

1. Make the decision to start NOW! !
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2. Get a container and put some money into it.!
3. Visualise what it feels like to have 120% of your annual income in your bank 

account.!
4. Calculate your weekly deposits, first mentally, then emotionally.!
5. Commit yourself to action. Write today's date on your container as your starting 

date.!
6. Make your first deposit.!
7. Make your deposits every week, then increase the size of the deposit each 

month until you reach and pass your Critical Mass.!!!
Read through this book every month for the first year until the habit becomes solid, then 
once a year after that to remind yourself. Look at the website for more info and updates.!!
www.areyourunningonempty.com !!
The big picture of an abundant world!!
It's hard for people and groups to give to others when they're overwhelmed with financial 
stress. !!
If the world had the consciousness of security and abundance, there'd be a massive 
increase in contribution and a decrease in the amount of stress and illness in the world.  !
In other words, the world would be a happier place to live in.!!
We need to be able to hold the energy of abundance so that our body, our mind and our 
consciousness has the chance to accept abundance as normal — and not spend our 
energy and money on trying escape from our fears!!
!
Acknowledgements!!
I am eternally grateful to God and to my intuition for helping me begin to overcome my 
weaknesses around the handling of money in my life. I still have a long way to go and look 
forward to having many opportunities to improve on these weaknesses along the journey 
ahead.!!
There are many friends, coaches and family members who have helped me on this 
journey. I look forward to personally thanking you and acknowledging your input into the 
realisation of this book.!!
And to all those who aspire to overcome their own weaknesses with money, I encourage 
you to persist with this process so you can also experience the benefits that I have and 
many more.!!
Remember, !
Money is simply a medium we use for exchanging energy. !
Take control of it and don’t let it control you.!!
I look forward to hearing about your great success stories in the future.!!
All the best to your growth,  Kim White  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Who is Kim White?!!
Kim White is from Perth, Australia.!
He has a Bachelor Degree in Business Administration from Northern Arizona University 
and was awarded Academic All American for Cross Country in 1991.!!
He has been consulting as an International Energy Coach and Spiritual Healer for the past 
20 years in more than 25 countries.!!
He has a natural, unique gift to see where people and companies are losing their energy. 
He helps them to overcome their energetic blockages to create a better future for 
themselves, their families and their companies.!!
This book describes his own personal journey through his struggles of building his 
business and credibility and dealing with all the financial stress that comes with it. It 
describes the breakthroughs he achieved in becoming more relaxed, confident and secure 
with money. !
Kim shows how others can achieve the same level of peace and harmony with their 
money.!!
What's next?!!
Go ahead and register your commitment to build Your Foundation Account at:!!
www.areyourunningonempty.com
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